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CERTIFICATE II
CSWE 2013 and EAL Frameworks 2014

Teachers’ Notes
The activities listed in the overview are designed to provide students with the
opportunity to practise skills as mapped to the EAL Frameworks and CSWE curricula.
They are not specifically designed to be assessment tasks, but many of them can
be adapted for that purpose.
All activities are designed to be accessible for adult EAL learners at ISLPR 1-1+.
Teachers should select the activities they consider appropriate for their students,
and adjust them as necessary.
Teachers are welcome to duplicate any pages in this resource for educational
purposes in their classrooms.
Any recordings for these activities can be found at
www.parliament.vic.gov.au/educationzone/adult education
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OVERVIEW
CSWE 2013

EAL Frameworks
2014
Certificate II in EAL
(Access)
Entry ISLPR 1+

CSWE II
Entry ISLPR 1
Supported
Learning
Outcomes
B1, B2

B1, B2, D1, D2

F1, A2

C1, C2, A2

M1, M2

K2

F1, F2, D1
B1, I2
D1, F1

4

Language activity related to
Parliament
1. Students discuss public issues that
interest or are of concern to them.
2. Students speculate about and
discuss what a politician does – they
may also talk about political systems
in their countries of origin.
4. Students research how to locate
and contact their Member of
Parliament.
5. Students listen to and practise a
dialogue to make an appointment
with their Member of Parliament over
the phone.
6. Groups/individuals read and
produce a 100-word opinion text on
one of the issues.
7. Students read information about
parliamentary government and
answer some questions.
8. Students locate Parliament House
on a map and discuss how to get
there.
9. Students visit Parliament House for
an education tour.
10. Using a model, students produce
a 100-word recount of the tour of
Parliament House.
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An excursion to Parliament House
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21458
Read and write simple personal communications
and transactional texts
VU21459
Read and write simple informational and
instructional texts
I2
Write a recount
B1
Participate in a short casual conversation

The excursion to Parliament House is a great experience for adult learner groups
and their teachers. It brings together the content and language work from the
other nine activities in this collection and provides an outstanding kinaesthetic
learning experience as well.
We recommend you make a day of it and watch the language and social
opportunities roll out! There is the atmospheric “Strangers’ Corridor”, an á la
carte restaurant on the first floor of Parliament House, which is open to the public
on non-sitting days. It is essential to book on (03) 9651 8944. There are also
numerous parks and gardens for picnics nearby, and Chinatown at the top of Little
Bourke Street.
You may prefer to complete some, or all, of the language activity tasks 1 to 8 before taking a tour, but
the tour can be taken as a stand-alone activity.
• Tour groups of eight or more must book. Call the tour booking office on (03) 9651 8568 or email
tours@parliament.vic.gov.au. Explain that you are bringing an EAL group and state the class level.
The guides do their best to accommodate the needs of these groups.
• There are different tour schedules on sitting and non-sitting days. To find out more go to the Visit
Parliament tab at www.parliament.vic.gov.au
• All tours are free of charge.
• If you can’t get to Parliament House you could take a virtual tour. Find this at the Visit Parliament
tab at www.parliament.vic.gov.au
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Task 1 Elementary Speaking
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)
CSWE II 2013

VU21456
Participate in simple conversations and transactions
B1
Demonstrate understanding of a casual conversation
B2
Participate in a short casual conversation

Talking about Government

Australia has three levels of government. The Commonwealth (Federal)
Government looks after the whole of Australia. State governments look after
each state. Local governments look after your local area.

A

In groups, use the table below and your own knowledge to try to complete
these sentences.
The leader of the Commonwealth government is called the ______________.
His/her name is __________________________________________________.
The leader of the State government is called the _______________________.
His/her name is _________________________________________________.
The leader of the local government is called the _______________________.
His/her name is _________________________________________________.

B

With your teacher, discuss the language in the table on the next page. Fill in
the missing names, if you can.

6
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AUSTRALIA’S
THREE
LEVELS OF
GOVERNMENT
Level

Commonwealth or
federal

State

Local: Shire, city, rural
city

Crown
Representative

Governor-General

Governor

Law

Commonwealth/
federal

State

Local laws / bylaws

Leader

Prime Minister

Premier

Mayor

Revenue

Taxes

Taxes
Federal grants

Rates
State & federal grants

Health

Funding
Medicare
Drug control

Public hospitals
Nursing services

Meals-on-Wheels
Garbage collection

Education

Funding Post-secondary

Funding Primary & Secondary

Childcare

Transport

Highways
Railways
Airports
Air safety

Some railways and buses
Roads

Footpaths
Street signs

Other

Foreign Affairs
Immigration
Pensions
Post
Arts

Police
Fire Brigade
Environment

Libraries
Pets

-

C

In groups, discuss which government would be responsible for each of these
problems:
Write:
		
C
		
S
		
L

for Commonwealth government
for State government
for Local government
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Problems/issues
		

Public transport is too crowded

		

Dental care is not paid for by Medicare

		

The waiting list for treatment in hospitals is too long

		

The street signs are broken

		

Your local school needs more teachers

In small groups or pairs talk

more about any of these issues.

1 What do you know about these issues from the TV, radio or newspapers?
2 Do any of these issues affect you? If so, how?
You can use the language in the speech bubble to help you.

What do you think?

		
What’s your opinion, Tran?
					How about...
I agree with...because...		
In my opinion...
				I don’t think so						
Hmm, that’s interesting.		
			
Really? What do you mean...?
					Can I say something?
Well, if you ask me...
I think...

8
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Task 2 Elementary Speaking and
			Listening
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21456
Participate in simple conversations and transactions
B1
Demonstrate understanding of a casual conversation
B2
Participate in a short casual conversation
D1
Demonstrate understanding of a spoken information
text
D2
Give a short spoken presentation

Part A: Talking about your country

Here are some words to describe types of government. In a small group, talk
about what they mean. Check back with your dictionary or teacher.

						Monarchy
						Dictatorship
						Constitutional Monarchy
						Republic
						Democracy
						Communism
Now, spend some time making notes about the type of government in the
country you came from. Use the questions in the box below to help you.
When you are ready, explain your country’s type of government to your group.
• Speak for about two minutes.
• Try to answer any questions.
Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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Part B: What does a politician do?
Who is the leader?
__________________________________________________________
How many parties are there?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Does everyone vote?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Can you communicate with the politicians?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Do you get into trouble if you criticise (say bad things about) the
government?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Is the army more or less powerful than the government?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
So…is the government in your country similar to or different from the
government in Australia? In what ways?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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In small groups, discuss these questions:

A Which term in Part A describes Australia’s system of government? (Can be

more than one.)
__________________________________________________________________

B A Victorian Member of Parliament:			

Yes or No?

		Drinks lots of coffee					
		
Meets people to talk about their issues		
Works in a local office
		Plays computer games					

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

C What skills does a politician need?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

D Would you like to be a member of Victoria’s Parliament? Why/Why not?

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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Task 3 Elementary Speaking and
			Listening
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

r
he
c
a

Te

E
T
O
N

VU21457
Give and respond to simple verbal information and
directions
A2
Develop independent learning skills
F1
Demonstrate understanding of spoken instructions

This activity requires basic computer skills and access.
It is best suited to a computer laboratory environment.

Locating your Member of Parliament
Using online resources

In Victoria, you are represented by six politicians, one for the Legislative
Assembly (Lower House) and five for the Legislative Council (Upper House).
Working in a pair or alone, use a computer to find out who your Members are.
		
Listen as your teacher gives instructions.
		
Follow each instruction.
		
Show you are ready for the next instruction by looking at your teacher
		
You should ask if you don’t understand.
Sorry, I didn’t catch
that….
Could you spell that, please?
Sorry, I don’t understand.
How do you spell that?
Could you repeat that please?
Pardon?

12
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Read these instructions out loud to your students:
1. a Log on to the computer
2. a Connect to the internet
3. a Enter this web address: www.parliament.vic.gov.au
4. a Go to Find Your Electorate at the top right of the screen
5. a Enter your postcode or suburb or town
6. a Click Search
7. a See your District and Region
8. a Click on District for your Member of the Legislative Assembly
9.a

Click on Region for your Member of the Legislative Council

You will see your District for the Legislative Assembly and your Region for the
Legislative Council, with information about your Members.
10.a Well done, you have finished!
Now write down the name, party and contact details of your District Member
in the box on the next page.
Follow the same process to find the name, party and contact details of
your Region Members, then fill in their details

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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Legislative Assembly

a

Name

Legislative Council
Name

			

r
he
c
a

Te

My District Member
Party

a

My Region Members
Party

Contact Details

This information can be recorded in students’ workbooks.

E
T
O
N

14

Contact Details
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Task 5 Elementary Speaking and
			Listening
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

r
he
c
a

Te

E
T
O
N

VU21456
Participate in simple conversations and transactions
VU21457
Give and respond to simple verbal information and directions
A2
Develop independent learning skills
C1
Demonstrate understanding of a spoken transaction for
information/goods and services
C2
Participate in a spoken transaction for information/goods and
services

This activity requires listening facilities. It would be suited
to a language laboratory environment.
Access the recording by going to the website at
www.parliament.vic.gov.au/educationzone/
adult education

Calling your Member of Parliament

When you know who your Members are, you can contact them to talk about
local issues that concern you. You can call to make an appointment at their
electoral offices.

A Listen to the dialogue and choose the correct answer to the questions.
Circle

the right answer:

1. How many people are speaking?		
2. Mr Donellan is: 		

1		

2		

a Member of Parliament		

3

a teacher

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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3. How many people want to talk to Mr Donellan?

1

4. What do they want to talk about? a dangerous road
5. What day is the appointment?

Monday

Friday

2

a group

politics money
Thursday

6. What time?				11.00		7.00		whenever
7. Can a translator come to the meeting? yes

no

maybe

B Listen again and fill in the missing words:

Man:
Woman:
			

Luke Donnellan’s office, Mark speaking, can I ________ you?
Yes, I’d like to _________ an appointment with Mr Donnellan,
please.

Man:

Certainly…is he expecting you?

Woman:

Um, no.

Man:

Right, well can I ask what it’s in __________________ to?

Woman: Well, a group of us, parents from the primary school, want to
			
talk to him about a dangerous crossing.
Man:

_______________… let me see…how about next Friday?

Woman:

Yes, that’s fine.

Man:

At 11.00am?

Woman:

Yes, OK…is it OK ____we bring a translator?

16
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Man:
			

C

Certainly. Now, if I could just get your ____________…Your
name, please?

Woman:

It’s Mohamed, M.O.H…

Man:

How do you ___________that?

Woman:

M.O.H.A.M.E.D

Man:

…and can I have a _________________number please?

Woman:

Sure, 9675 1234.

Man:

And your address?

Woman:

Unit 4, number….

With a partner practice the dialogue, and then swap roles.

• Practice at least 3 times.
• When you are ready, you can record and listen to your dialogue.

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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(Ring tone, then click to answer)

Man:

    Luke Donnellan’s office, Mark speaking, can I help you?

Woman:
			

Yes, I’d like to make an appointment with Mr Donnellan
please.

Man:

Certainly…is he expecting you?

Woman:

Um, no.

Man:

Right, well can I ask what it’s in regard to?

Woman:

Well, a group of us, parents from the primary school, want to

			

talk to him about a dangerous crossing.

Man:

Alright… let me see…how about next Friday?

Woman:

Yes, that’s fine.

Man:

At 11.00am?

Woman:

Yes, OK…is it OK if we bring a translator?

Man:

Certainly. Now, if I could just get your details…Your

			

name, please?

Woman:

It’s Mohamed, M.O.H…

Man:

How do you spell that?

Woman:

M.O.H.A.M.E.D

Man:

…and can I have a contact number please?

Woman:

Sure, 9675 1234.

Man:

And your address?

Woman:

Unit 4, number….
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Task 6 Reading and Writing
			Opinions
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21458
Read and write simple communications and
transctional texts
M1
Demonstrate understanding of a written opinion text
M2
Write a short opinion text

A Match the pictures to the four emails below. You might like to cut them

up and match them.

1

2

3

4

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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a

In my opinion everyone should work together to save
water. Many families work very hard, day to day, to
save water.
It’s not fair that big companies can
avoid this responsibility. I think the government
should make them pay big fines for over-use!

Ms L.M. Droughter, Ballarat
Picture: _____					

Agree?

Disagree?

bI am disgusted by law enforcement in this city. Last
week a taxi driver was attacked by a group of young
men in the middle of the city. This week the same man
got a parking ticket when he went to buy some take
away for lunch. What are our police doing?

R. Mc Donald, Preston
Picture: _____					

cI

am
train
plans
space

Agree?

Disagree?

delighted that the government will build new
carriages with more standing room. I hope the
include special seats for pregnant women and
for prams. If not…I will have to stay home!

Ms B. Belli, Springvale
Picture: _____					

dI disagree

Agree?

Disagree?

with D. Lee (15 June). Our cities are
growing too fast. New suburbs are built without enough
basics, such as transport, schools and hospitals.
I believe we need to save the green areas around
our cities, and plan carefully. Think globally, act
locally!

J. Green, Cranbourne
Picture: _____					

20
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B With a partner:
• Read the emails again and underline the words that show the writer’s

opinion. The first one has been done for you.
• Talk about the ideas in the emails – tick the emails you agree with.

C Fill in the missing words; copy from the emails on the previous page.
a _________________________________ everyone should work together to
save water. Many families work very hard, day to day, to save water. __________
__________________________that big companies can avoid this responsibility.
________________________the government should make them pay big fines
for over-use!
Ms LM Droughter, Ballarat
b ________________________________________ by law enforcement in this
city. Last week a taxi driver was attacked by a group of young men in the middle
of the city. This week the same man got a parking ticket when he went to buy
some take away for lunch. What are our police doing?
R. Mc Donald, Preston
c ______________________________________________ that the government
will build new train carriages with more standing room. I hope the plans include
special seats for pregnant women and space for prams. If not…I will have to stay
home!
Ms B. Belli, Springvale
d __________________________________ D. Lee (15 June). Our cities are
growing too fast. New suburbs are built without enough basics, such as transport,
schools and hospitals. ___________________________ we need to save the
green areas around our cities, and plan carefully. Think global, act local!
J. Green, Cranbourne

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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D With a partner, choose one of the pictures on Page 22 and discuss what you

think about an issue related to that. Your teacher might bring in a news item to
discuss.

E After speaking, write a short letter to a newspaper to tell the public what you

think should happen.

• Try to write two paragraphs and use some of the language from C.
• When you finish, check it carefully with a partner and fix any mistakes.
• Give a good copy to your teacher.
• You might want to sign it and post or email it to a newspaper!

Herald Sun
		

www.heraldsun.com.au
• Go to Opinion
• Click on Letter to the Editor, and fill in the form

The Age
		
www.theage.com.au
• Go to Comment
• Click on Letters, then Send Your Opinion Here, and fill

in the form.
Letters must be less than 200 words. Include a name, address and phone
number.

22
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Task 7 Elementary Reading
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21459
Read and write simple instructional and informational
texts
VU21460
Read and write simple descriptive and narrative texts
K2
Demonstrate understanding of a short information
text

How do we make the Government in Victoria?

In a democracy citizens choose the government by electing them. It is too
difficult to call a meeting of all Victorians to make a government decision every
time it is needed, so we vote for representatives, people who will represent us.
This system is called a “representative democracy”.
At every election the citizens give power to a group of politicians (elected
representatives) to be our government. In Victoria, this group is usually the
Liberal Party or the Australian Labor Party (ALP). Before each election voters
decide if their representatives have done a good job. Then they can re-elect
them or replace them with representatives from another party or Independent
Members.

Read the information on the next page and answer these questions:

a Why do we need to use a system of representative government?
b How many people represent us in the Victorian Parliament?
c Fill in the table on the next page

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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The Victorian Parliament is made up of 128 representatives in two Houses:

The Legislative Assembly (also called the lower House) has 88 Members.
Members of the Legislative Assembly are elected from 88 special areas called
Electoral Districts. Each one has about 40,000 voters.
The Legislative Council (also called the Upper House) has 40 Members.
Members of the Legislative Council are elected from eight areas called Electoral
Regions. Each Region has around 440,000 voters. Each Region elects five
Members, making a total of 40 Members of the Legislative Council.
Lower House

Upper House

Other name:

Other name:

How many Members?

How many Members in total? Per
Region?

How many Districts?

How many Regions?

How many voters?

How many voters?

See also the Electorates poster, part of a series on Parliament, available from
educationinfo@parliament.vic.gov.au
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Task 8 Elementary Listening and
			 looking at a map
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21457
Give and respond to simple verbal information and
directions
D1
Demonstrate understanding of a spoken information
text
F2
Give spoken instructions
F1
Demonstrate understanding of spoken instructions

An excursion to Parliament House
A Listening – before you go

Listen to your teacher and fill in the table below. Ask questions if you don’t get
all the information.
1. Place we are going

2. Date of excursion

3. Meeting point

4. Meeting time

5. Emergency contact number/s

26
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6. What to bring

7. Other

r
he
c
a

Te

E
T
O
N

Work together using a Melways street directory, brochures
about Melbourne or an appropriate map photocopied for
your students.

Students:
Look at the map – mark these things:
		 1.

The train station nearest to Parliament House

		 2.

The tram stop nearest to Parliament House

		 3.

The church nearest to Parliament House

		 4.

The hospital nearest to Parliament House

Parliament of Victoria EAL Program
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B

Speaking – before you go

Using the language below, explain to a partner how you will get to Parliament
House. Use a street directory or the map provided to help you. Answer any
questions from your partner.

			
			
			
			

C

start at				
turn left				
turn right				
go straight ahead at		

look for the
when you see …turn…
walk two blocks
do you understand?

Note-taking

Take notes on the day at Parliament House. Read the questions on the sheet
before you go and write anything you think is very important in the general
Notes section.
You may prefer to fill in your answers afterwards.
Do not write too much – it is more important to listen and understand on the
day.
		 1.

What do you notice about the outside of Parliament House?

		 2.

What happens at the security check?

		 3.

What is your guide’s name?

		 4.

Which rooms do you visit?

28
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Notes
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Task 10

Elementary Writing, Grammar
				Focus and Speaking
Supports:
EAL Framework 2014
Certificate II in EAL (Access)

CSWE II 2013

VU21458
Read and write simple personal communications
and transactional texts.
VU21460
Read and write simple descriptive and narrative texts

D1
Demonstrate understanding of a spoken
information text
F1
Demonstrate understanding of spoken instructions

Getting Writing Right

Read and discuss
A Ibrahim went on an excursion to the library with his EAL class. Below is

what he wrote about the trip.

He made 10 mistakes – can you find them?
Last week I go on a short trip with my class. We go to the local library
together. It is very interesting because we have a tour and then plenty of
time to look around. First the librarian show us the way to search for books,
so we can do it ourselves, then she take us to the section with books in our
languages. Finally, when we fill in a form, we get our own library card.
I think it is a good place to take us because we see something valuable in our
community we can really use. It make me feel excited to see all the good
things they have there, like books, DVDs and computers. I believe all the
students should use the library because, for me, it is an enjoyable place to
be and you can find a lot of great resources.

30
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b

Work with a partner to fill in the gaps correctly.  Use the verbs in the box –
you may need to change them.
		
		

go		
fill		

make		
show			

see		
be		

be		
take		

have
get

Last week I _______on a short trip with my class. We _______to the local
library together. It ______very interesting because we ________a tour and then
plenty of time to look around. First the librarian ___________ us the way to
search for books, so we can do it ourselves, then she ___________us to the
section with books in our languages. Finally, when we ___________ in a form
we_________our own library card.
I think it is a good place to take us because we _________something valuable in
our community we ____________really use. It __________me feel excited to see
all the good things they have there, like books, DVDs and computers. I believe
all the students should use the library because, for me, it is an enjoyable place
to be and you can find a lot of great resources.

C

Now talk about why the words in bold are correct.

Look at writing
D Now, use a coloured pen to underline all the words that tell us about time

or order, for example, Last week.

E

Next, circle any words that show Ibrahim’s opinion.

F

Check your answer to C and D with your teacher.
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Speak
G Talk with a partner about your excursion to Parliament House.
• What did you like - why?
• Your opinion about the excursion in general

Write

Use the ideas from your discussion to write a two paragraph recount of your
visit to Parliament House for your teacher to read. You should write about 100
words.
You can use Ibrahim’s writing about the library to help you.
Name:						

Date:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

ANSWER
Last week I went on a short trip with my class. We went to the local library
together. It was very interesting because we had a tour and then plenty of time
to look around. First the librarian showed us the way to search for books we
want to find, so we can do it ourselves, then she took us to the section with
books in our languages. Finally, when we filled in a form we got our own
library card.
I think it is a good place to take us because we saw something valuable in our
community we could really use. It made me feel excited to see all the good things
they have there, like books, DVDs and computers. I believe all the students
should use the library because, for me, it is an enjoyable place to be and you can
find a lot of great resources.
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Crossword Puzzle
Try this crossword puzzle to practise discovering important words about
government. Choose between the words in the box at the bottom of the page.
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

Across
										
1
In Australia everyone has the right to V - - 5
The people in G - - - - - - - - - run the country
6
Income T - - is an important source of money for the Federal Government
7
The S - - - - Parliament is in Melbourne
8
At eighteen years old, you should E - - - - so that you can vote
9
Two letters for Member of Parliament				
11
The F - - - - - - Parliament is in Canberra.			
12
The politicians work place is called the P - - - - - - - - Down
2
3
4
10

34

People vote for governments at an E - - - - - - -		
When you vote you write your preferences on a B - - - - - P - - - Rubbish collection is a job for your L - - - - Government
Two letters for Prime Minister

local

government

vote		

Parliament		

tax

election

ballot paper

State		

Federal		

enrol
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